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To stop her sadistic grandfather, Saul, and his band of time travelers from rewriting history, Kate
must race to retrieve the CHRONOS keys before they fall into the Cyrists’ hands. If she jumps
back in time and pulls the wrong key—one that might tip off the Cyrists to her strategy—her
whole plan could come crashing down, jeopardizing the future of millions of innocent people.
Kate’s only ally is Kiernan, who also carries the time-traveling gene. But their growing bond
threatens everything Kate is trying to rebuild with Trey, her boyfriend who can’t remember the
relationship she can’t forget.As evidence of Saul’s twisted mind builds, Kate’s missions become
more complex, blurring the line between good and evil. Which of the people Saul plans to
sacrifice in the past can she and Kiernan save without risking their ultimate goal—or their own
lives?

About the AuthorRysa Walker is the author of the runaway hit Timebound, which was the 2013
Ebook Tops Breakthrough Novel Award Grand Prize winner, and the novella Time’s Echo. Walker
grew up on a cattle ranch in the South, where her entertainment options included talking to cows
and reading books. On the rare occasion that she gained control of the television, she watched
Star Trek and imagined living in the future, on distant planets, or at least in a town big enough to
have a stoplight. She now lives in North Carolina with her husband, two sons, and their golden
retriever, Lucy.From School Library JournalGr 7 Up—Kate has a sense of urgency now that she
understands what her evil grandfather, Saul, is planning. In order to stop him from altering time
permanently, she must make a series of time jumps to retrieve as many of the Chronos Keys as
possible. This is complicated by a number of factors, including the need to avoid the bad guys
and, more importantly, other incarnations of herself. If that weren't stressful enough, she's tasked
with carrying on/nurturing a relationship with her boyfriend, Trey, whose memories of their
romance were wiped out by the time changes. Couple that with Kate's attraction to Kiernan,
another teen she allies with in the last century, and you have the makings for a major teen
meltdown. Unfortunately, this book falls considerably short of the first installment in the series, in
part because of an overabundance of dialogue and not enough action as well as Kate's semi-
blasé attitude toward a situation that might destroy everything dear to her. Kate Rudd, however,
does a good job of narrating. VERDICT Recommended only where series fans request it.—John
R. Clark, Hartland Public Library, ME --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of
this title.
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Michael Thal, “A YA Time Travel Romantic Mystery. Sixteen year old Kate has the CHRONOS
gene enabling her to use the CHRONOS medallion grandma Katherine gave her to transport
through time and space to just about whenever and wherever she chooses. However, Kate’s
trips through time have a distinct purpose: stop grandfather Saul from annihilating most of the
human race to create a “perfect world”. He attempts to do this through Cyristism, a religion he
created that is a mixture of Scientology and Christianity.Unfortunately for Saul, he is unable to
use the CHRONOS keys after he destroyed CHRONOS headquarters in the 23rd Century. Only
his children and grandchildren with the CHRONOS gene can move through time. With
CHRONOS historians stuck in the past, Kate must find these men and women and persuade
them to turn over their keys to prevent Saul’s minions from finding them first.Kate’s job is even
more blistering. She needs to prevent the alteration of the timeline, which Saul has tampered
with by initiating a new religious movement during the nascent years of our country’s history.
This resetting is initiated by the Cyrist cult with tentacles embedded in politics, the media, and
every day social interactions.Kate must prevent her sociopathic grandfather and his band of time
travelers from rewriting history by retrieving as many CHRONOS keys as possible before they
fall into the Cyrist hands.Kiernan, who also has the CHRONOS gene, is Kate’s only ally. She met
him in Timebound, winner of the 2013 Amazon Breakthrough Novel Award, when Kiernan was a
little boy living in 1893 Chicago during the Chicago Exposition. Now an adult, Kiernan and Kate
work together to stop Saul’s ultimate goal of culling about half of mankind and irreparably
changing the timeline. However, Kiernan is in love with Kate and Kate loves Trey, a boy she met
in high school and who forgot all about her after a Cyrist induced time shift. The author does an
amazing job with this love triangle.Rysa Walker explains succinctly about time travel and keeps
the plot flowing with little confusion. She describes the culture of an era beautifully, like she did
for 1911 and 1938 Georgia where a mass murder is plotted out and deployed by Saul. Racial
prejudice is shown during the arrest and lynching of a CHRONOS historian caught in the Jim
Crow South.Times Edge: The Chronos Files Book 2 will keep readers guessing as Kate moves
through time collecting CHRONOS keys from trapped CHRONOS historians stuck in the past as
she works fearlessly in protecting the time line and the lives of her family and friends. The action
in Times Edge is faced-paced with clear descriptions and excellent characterization. Times
Edge is not a stand-alone book, so plan on reading Timebound first, and if you enjoy books 1
and 2 of the Chronos Files, you’ll want to read Times Divide, which Pop assumes to be equally
as exciting as Timebound and Times Edge.”

Barrestwin, “... not complicated any more.... More like Byzantine 4D chess. With an unknown
number of players, who don't believe in taking turns, and bring their own pieces. From other kind
of games...One of the protagonists complains that a family tree is needed. I would like some
timelines. Who, at what age, goes to which time and place? And how many versions are there of



each players. Just aproximately, you know?But the story is good, and progresses. Good.The
"romantic" shenannigans are wearysome. I have to remind myself that the reader targeted is a
"young adult". I still find it very hard to believe that a young adult has much patience with the
totally sexless making out, jelousies, inner agonies because of a few kisses and hugs. I don't
mean that there should be graphic sex. There is no need for that to tell this story. There is also no
need for graphic kissing. Children might find it "yuccy". Young adults, I feel, "Uninteresting".And
how predjudiced would time travelling historian be? Either way? Surely they might disapprove of
some things, but would they interfere? They would know that custumes change. The CHRONOS
rules forbid interfering. So why are they, all of them, doing just that? Because otherwise there is
no story...Evert singel time traveller interferes . Because # I, I, I am right#.And when the
CHRONOS people repair the damage at home? Won't they come and repair their past? But the
bad guys want to eliminate the future!!!Really? Until the end of time?This is the most tiresome
bit, and 4  are really 4.Still an interesting concept. I will get at least a samples of the next book.”

Sophie Shopper, “Just Finished It. Darn!. Well I sure hope there's more coming in this series
because I hate it when the book is over & there is no more for tomorrow. So far I've loved this trio
of books, each one separately & completely, even if my brain has a hard time keeping up with
the time jumps. Maybe that's just my advanced age showing.It's 2:30 am now & I really must get
some sleep, so I'll be keeping this short (for me).My suggestion is to start at the beginning with
book one "Time Bound" & sit back & enjoy yourself. There is an inbetween book called "Time's
Echo" and then this last book that I just read is "Time's Edge". It was so fast paced that I am still
trying to calm down so I can continue writing this review. I suspect there will be another book in a
year or so. Which makes it super hard to wait. But I will.Maybe night time reading isn't the best
idea when your reading about the Chronos Group (individuals who are historians that have a
device they use to jump to certain spots in time & space -what these books are about). But I
couldn't stop myself. I bet you won't be able to either. God help the people that have to get up
early and go to work after spending a night reading. Luckily I'm retired and don't have to worry
about that. ha haIf you are a fan of mysteries and intrigue then this set of books is for you. Even if
you don't normally read sci-fi or time travel type genres I bet you'll love these. There are all sorts
of twists and turns through-out all the books, each leading you deeper and deeper into the
characters and towards an end. But we still don't find out what that 'end' is - not even in this
book. So there has to be more coming. Right?I'm not sure what age group these books were
initially written for. They may have been created for young adults like the Hunger Games. But it
doesn't matter in this case either because from young adult to the elderly reader, the subject
matter is very interesting and entertaining. There is a lot of historical truths in these books. Yes,
this is a work of fiction; but the author treats us with many real places and real events that have
taken place in various times in our country.If you are a parent who's teen is reading this series
there is very little (if any) cussing and sexual content, which is nice. Sometimes it seems that
authors mess up their whole book by putting lots of cussing &/or sex into it when it really doesn't



advance a character or the plot - it's simply gratuitous.Having never read any other reviews of
this series of books I don't know what others have said. I imagine some go into great detail about
the characters - especially the main one - a teenager named Kate. I rarely discuss specifics in
my reviews simply because I think people should be able to read the book and be surprised as
they go along instead of already knowing what's going to happen. So don't look for that from me.
I merely say how satisfying the book was to me (or not) and a few things about it that might
encourage or discourage a person from reading it for themselves.However, I will say this about
Kate: she is tenacious in her determination to get the job done. She keeps her femininity intact &
is not at all rough around the edges or boyish. Her courageous attitude & intelligence may tend
to get her in trouble at times as she is a bit too eager & impulsive & independant. But that is often
the way teens are. They rush into things without thinking it all the way through. So that's why she
needs another character to balance her out & slow her down with rational & more mature ideas.
She gets plenty of help in that department. So now you know - Kate is spunky & cute as the girl
she is. But she's more than that and she proves it to everybody.You can always go to
www.rysa.com to learn more - or to Rysa Walker on Facebook. Check her out.”

David P, “Even better. I really enjoyed the first in this series, Timebound, and started this one
straight away. I was a bit concerned the first one might turn out to be a flash in the pan and the
story would stall, but no such problems! The story continues to develop apace, and considering
the central theme of this story is obviously time travel, it is all done in a very clever and highly
believable way. The way that characters jump about in both space and time could be really
confusing but the author does a superb job of handling this potentially brain-exploding concept
and the end result is a real page turner. I just finished this late in bed last night and immediately
bought the next one, Time's Divide, and started reading. There is no break in the story, it just
carries on. These aren't sequels so much as just a really large book divided up. Possibly the best
time travel story I've ever read.  Excellent.”

Havelock Vetinari, “The tale goes on and what a tale. I read the first in the series on a
recommendation from another great author, Nathan Van Coop. I was hooked. This book is quite
dark in places but that is part of the wider plot. The story becomes more riveting as the plot
builds to a sudden and unexpected climax. I am off now to buy book 3 in this series. Rysa
weaves a detailed and compelling plot around a group of strong characters. If you like time travel
stories you will love this book.  If you like intrigue and whodunnit, you won't be disappointed.”

Paul Newbery, “The weakest of a very strong series - still worth it!. Whilst the weakest of the
Chronos files books, it's still very good! Suffering from 'middle book syndrome' I felt it didn't
quite work as well as a standalone book, but with thoughts already turning to the concluding
book, it didn't really bother me (be aware there are novellas - 1.5 and 2.5 - between the main
three books, I didn't find them until afterwards).”



The book by Rysa Walker has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 1,574 people have provided feedback.
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